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This document describes the Communications Protocol for race|result USB Timing Box, intended for 

Timing. This document is specifically designed for developers who wish to integrate the race|result USB 

Timing Box into their software.  
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This document is part of the race|result USB Timing Box SDK 

(https://github.com/raceresult/rrUSBTimingBoxSDK), which contains some example code for the reader’s 

reference; aimed at assisting the reader in understanding of the calculations required for translating the 

Active System’s internal timebase to a timestamp. 

Communication 

The communication is established via a standard serial port (COMx) provided by a integrated USB-serial-

converter, with a baudrate of 19200 and a framing of 8N1. 

The device acts as a slave, only replying on commands. The only exception is with prewarns enabled, they 

will be pushed automatically if no command is currently being executed. 

The protocol described in this document is for Active Firmware version 2.4 and later. 

The device can only receive, process and respond to one command at a time. This means, when you send 

a command, you must wait for the response of the command, before sending the next command. 

Serial Connection Summary 

Command Structure 
Commands always start with the command name, in uppercase, followed by their arguments, seperated 

by ”;” and terminated with a newline (\n). 

For the allowed type and number of arguments, see command descriptions below. Commands are denoted 

with their name, as used in the reference, and their length, eg [setvalue:2] ⇒ argument 

named [setvalue] with length of 2 hex-digits. 

All numbers are transferred as hex numbers, without any prefixes (like 0x), lowercase letters, and always 

with leading zeros where required. 

Reply Structure 
Replies always start with a repetition of the command name, and a returncode indicating success or error. 

Zero to many lines with response data may follow. The reply is terminated with an empty line. 

Return Codes 

00:   success, no error 

10-1f:  command specific error, see command description 

ff:   error unknown command or parameter(s), unless caught by return codes 10-1f 

Bautrate 19200 bps 
Stop bit 1bit 
Parity OFF 
Databits 8bits 

Softflow-Control OFF 
Hardflow-Control OFF 
DTR-Line Special Purpose 
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Unknown Command Reply 

Query 
SOMECOMMANDTHATDOESNOTEXIST\n 

Reply 
COMMANDNOTEXISTING;ff\n 

\n 
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Available Commands 

> ASCII 

The ASCII command must be sent to the device, in order to access all other commands in this document. 

Query 
ASCII\n 

Reply 
ASCII;00\n 

\n 

 

Configuration Commands 

Error codes 

10 parameter-id out of range 

11 value out of range 

 

> CONFSET 

Sets the parameter [parameter-id], to the value [value]. 

Query 
CONFSET;[parameter-id:2];[value:2]\n 

Reply 
CONFSET;00\n 

[parameter-id:2];[value:2]\n 

\n 

 

> CONFGET 

Query 
CONFGET;[parameter-id:2]\n 

Reply 
CONFGET;00\n 

[parameter-id:2];[value:2]\n 

\n 
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Configuration parameter IDs and values/range 

Parameter 
[parameter-id] Description 

Possible Values 
D = Default on startup 
<value:2> 

01 
Push Pre-warn 
Push pre-warn messages prior to real passing 

00=disabled (D) 

01=enabled 

02 

Blink/beep on repeated passing 
Enables led blinking (and beep via headphone jack, 
if 0x03==01) when repeating a passing. 

00=disabled (D) 

01=enabled 

03 

Impulse input or beep output 
Use the headphone jack as impulse input from eg a 
light barrier, generating a trigger passing, or beep on 
passing. 

00=impulse-in (D) 

01=beep-out 

04 

Auto-shutdown on power loss 
Switch off the box on power loss, like when shutting 
down your pc. Only enable after timing is finished to 
make use of the internal battery powered passing 
buffer of your USB Timing Box. 

00=disabled (D) 

01=enabled 

05 

Operation Mode 
usb-scan: checkpoint mode for testing 

transponders, the box will count show the total 
number of passings and the last transponder id in its 
display. 
usb-timing: mode for timing with full accuracy. 

The box will show loop and channel id in its display. 

05=usb-scan 

06=usb-timing 

06 

Channel ID 
ID of used channel for wireless communication. 
Please note that the channels on the display are 
shown with an offset of 1, from 1-8. 

(0x00 – 0x0f)  

=> (1 - 8) 

07 

Loop ID 
ID of the wire loop. Please note that the ids on the 
display are shown with an offset of 1, from 1-8. 

(0x00 – 0x0f)  

=> (1 - 8) 

08 

Loop Power 
Sets the power of the loop, from 0:off to 100:full (hex 
64) power. 

00-64 

09 
Blink dead-time 
Leave set to 15 (hex 0F), don’t change! 

02-FF 

(default 0F) 

Oa 

Charging via USB 
If the timing computer itself is running on battery, it 
might not be good idea to charge the USB Timing Box, 
when it’s operation time is already longer than the 
PC’s. 

00:disabled 

01:enabled (D) 

0b 

Use DTR 
The DTR line is used for improved timing accuracy, 
see Timebase Control section. 

00:disabled 

01:enabled (D) 

 

Parameters 0x05-0x08 are kept over a power down, therefore default setting not applicable. 
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System Information 

Query general information about the system state. This command replies 2 or 4 hex-digits of data, 

depending on the queried value. 

> INFOGET 

Query 
INFOGET;[parameter-id:2]\n 

Reply 
INFOGET;00\n 

[parameter-id:2];[value:{2,4}]\n 

\n 

 

Parameter 
[parameter-id] Description 

Value Mapping 
[value] 

01 
Decoder ID 
4 digits 

(0x0000 – 0xffff)   

   => (0 – 65535) 

0x1387 = 4999 

       = A-4999 

02 
Firmware Version 
2 digits 

(0x00 – 0xff)  

   => (0 – 25.5) 

0x18  = 24 

 = v2.4 

03 
Hardware Version 
2 digits 

(0x00 – 0xff)  

   => (0 – 25.5) 

0x18  = 24 

 = v2.4 

04 
Box Type 
2 digits 

0x0a=active-ext 

0x1e=management-box 

0x28=usb-timing-box  

05 

Battery Voltage 
2 digits 
Values from 2.5V – 4.2V expected 

(0x00 – 0xff)  

   => (0 – 25.5)V 

0x28 = 40 

 = 4.0V 

06 Reserved  

07 
Battery State 
2 digits 

0 = Fault 

1 = Charging  

2 = Reduced 

Charging 

3 = Discharging  

08 
Battery Level 
2 digits 

(0x00 – 0xff)  

   => (0-100)% 

0x4e  = 78 

 = 78% 

09 
Internal Temperature 
2 digits 

(0x00 – 0xff)  

   => (0-100)°C 

0x18  = 24 

 = 24°C 

Oa 
Supply Voltage 
2 digits 

(0x00 – 0xff)  

   => (0 – 25.5)V 

0x31 = 49 

 = 4.9V 

0b 
Loop Status 
2 digits 

0 = loop ok 

1 = loop fault  

2 = loop limit 

4 = loop 

OVERVOLTAGE error 
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Timebase Control 

The Active System has an internal time base, accurate to 0.28ppm, counting up the internal timestamp in 
steps of 1/256s. For the remainder of the document, the internal time unit (one 256th of a second) of the 
Active System will be called “ticks”. 
 
The Active System stores a reference time in seconds, which corresponds to a number of ticks that have 
elapsed since startup. This reference is saved inside the Active System, so in case of a computer crash, 
you can read this reference out later (together with the buffer containing up to 1000 passings) and 
continue seamlessly. 
 
For race|result Active Systems (as you will see in the commands later on) the prefered time reference you 

should use to convert the number of ticks to a time, should the Epoch Time Reference - the number of 

seconds elapsed since January 1, 1970, 00:00:00 UTC. Most coding languages have a function available to 

get the current time of the system as an integer number of seconds since Epoch. 

ActivePro and ActiveMotor Transponders can store passings for up to 24 hours. On startup, the system 

will start with 24 hours worth of ticks, so that stored passings can be retrieved and referenced properly on 

the Active System. Stored passings are automatically deleted from the Transponder after 24 hours. 

Most time base setting commands need to be activated by toggling the DTR line to ensure the best 

possible accuracy. Normal data lines involve serial buffering, whereas DTR changes are passed 

immediately. The timeout for toggling the DTR line after a command is 2s. 

In case your serial implementation has no control over the DTR line, you can enable auto-commit for all 
commands by disabling the DTR line of the USB Timing Box (ie. CONFSET;0b;00). 

> TIMESTAMPGET 
Gets the current number of ticks in the system 

Parameters: 
[Time] The current number of ticks for the system. 

Query 
TIMESTAMPGET\n 

Reply 
TIMESTAMPGET;00\n 

[Time:8]\n 

\n 
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> EPOCHREFGET 

When connecting to a race|result Active System, it is recommeded to first send the 

command EPOCHREFGET to ensure there is no internal time reference already set. On startup, the Epoch 

reference is cleared, and would be returned as [Epoch] == 00000000 and [Time] == 

00000000. 

Parameters 
[Epoch] The number of seconds since Epoch (computer time). On startup, the Epoch 

reference is cleared, hence the reply will be 0x00000000 if it is not set. 
[Time] The current number of ticks for the system (box time). 

Query 
EPOCHREFGET\n 

Reply 
EPOCHREFGET;00\n 

[Epoch:8];[Time:8]\n 

\n 

 

 

 

 

 

 

> EPOCHREFSET 
Sets the Epoch time reference in the Active System. This command should be executed upon connecting 

to the system, if the time reference is not set. 

Parameters 
[Epoch] The number of seconds since Epoch (computer time). On startup, the Epoch 

reference is cleared, hence the reply will be 0x00000000 if it is not set. 
[Time] The number of ticks that have elapsed (box time) when the reference was set. 
 

Query 
EPOCHREFSET;<epoch:8>\n 

Reply (after toggling DTR) 
EPOCHREFSET;00\n 

[Epoch:8];[Time:8]\n 

\n 

Reply (DTR toggle timeout) 
EPOCHREFSET;10\n 

\n 
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> EPOCHREFADJ1D 
Ticks are stored intally as an int-32bit variable (232 = ~4.2billion, or 27 days worth of ticks). To avoid int 
overflow, execute this function to rereference passings and the Epoch Reference. When setting the Epoch 
reference on startup and there is already an Epoch reference set, it is recommeded to 

call EPOCHREFADJ1D if the number of ticks is greater than 0x2a3000 = 44 236 800. This will adjust the 

Epoch reference, and all passing times accordingly one day back.  
 
This is especially important to keep at least on day of ticks before the Epoch reference, so you can still 
receive stored passings up to a day before the current time. ActivePro and ActiveMotor transponders will 
store passings up to a day after a time has been recorded. 

Parameters 
[Epoch] The number of seconds since Epoch. 
[Time] The current number of ticks for the system. 

Query 
EPOCHREFADJ1D\n 

Reply 
EPOCHREFADJ1D;00\n 

[Epoch:8];[Time:8]\n 

\n 
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Passings 

> PASSINGGET 

The USB Timing Box has an internal buffer, storing up to 1000 passings. Every passing gets an internal 

32bit id, starting with 0 from startup. This ID must be supplied as parameter, as the lowest ID to retreive 

from. 

PASSINGGET can reply with 64 passings at a time. There for after one request of 64 passings, you should 

immediately check again, with the minimum ID being 64 higher than the last request. 

Parameters: 
[StartID] Passing ID of the first passing in request 
[Count] The number of passings which will be returned in this request 
<passing(i)> The returned passing with passing ID i , as described in the previous section. 
[MinStartID] The lowest [StartID] available. 

Error codes 

10 [StartID]too low (buffer overflow) – that is to say there longer exists a <passing(i)> 

where i < [StartID]  

Query 
PASSINGGET;[StartID:8]\n 

Reply 
PASSINGGET;00\n 

[StartID:8];[Count:2]\n 

<passing([StartID])>\n 

<passing([StartID]+1)>\n 

... 

<passing([StartID]+[Count]-1)>\n 

<passing([StartID]+[Count])>\n 

\n 

Reply with Error Code 10 
PASSINGGET;10\n 

[StartID:8];[MinStartID:8]\n 

\n 

In this case, you need to run PASSINGGET;[MinStartID] again 
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Passing Format 
[TranspCode:string];[WakeupCounter:4];[Time:8];[Hits:2];[MaxRSSI:2]; 

[Battery:2];[Temperature:2];[LoopOnly:1];[LoopId:1];[Channel:1]; 

[InternalActiveData:2];[InternalData:1] 

 
[TranspCode] The code of the transponder 
[WakeupCounter] Overall wakeup counter of the transponder (new transponders start at 

10000) 
[Time] Time of the detection in number of ticks. 
[Hits] Number of times the tag was detected 

[MaxRSSI] Maximum RSSI value found while determining [Time]. 
[Battery] Battery level in volts – (0x00 – 0xff) => (0 – 25.5), eg. 0x1f = 3.0V 
[Temperature] Temperature in degrees Celsius – (0x00 – 0xff) => (0 – 255), eg. 0x1a = 

26°C 
[LoopOnly] 1 if this detection was generated in Store Mode 
[LoopID] Loop ID, (0x0 – 0xf) => (1 - 8) 
[Channel] Channel ID (0x0 – 0xf) => (1 - 8) 
[InternalActiveData]   

  

 

Data transmission details of an Active Transponder. One byte. Lowest 
three bits: no channel access counter (number of times, the passing 
could not be transmitted because the transponder could not access the 
channel). Next three bits: no ACK counter (number of times the passing 
was transmitted, but no acknowledgement was received. Seventh bit: 1, if 
this passing could not be transmitted at all in a previous attempt (=“stored 
passing”, old passing), 0 otherwise. Highest bit: 1, if the transponder woke 
up from deep sleep, 0 otherwise. Hint: You can check if a passing is a 
stored passing using  
[InternalData] & 0x40 == 0x40 (the seventh bit is set). 

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
DS ST No ACK Channel busy 

 

[InternalData] This field is only used for internal purposes. 
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Beacons 

Beacons are data packets send on a regular base by all active boxes. Therefore, you can check signal 

quality, power status and settings of all boxes available in your timing setup. It is recommended to monitor 

this data and alert if an Active System can no longer be seen, power is low, or otherwise. 

> BEACONGET 

Parameters: 
[BeaconCount] The number of passings which will be returned in this request 
<beacon(i)> 

 
The returned beacon i , as described in the previous section. 

Query 
BEACONGET\n 

Reply 
BEACONGET;00\n 

[BeaconCount:2]\n 

<beacon(0)>\n 

... 

<beacon([BeaconCount]-1)>\n 

<beacon([BeaconCount])>\n 

\n 
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Beacon format 
[ActiveDeviceID:4];[LoopStatus:1];[Mode:2];[LoopData:2];[LoopPower:2]; 

[Channel:1];[LoopId:1];[PowerConn:1];[PowerStatus:2];[BeaconIndex:4]; 

[Time:8];[ChNoisePk:2];[ChNoiseAvg:2];[TransLQI:2];[TransRSSI:2]; 

[BeaconLQI:2];[BeaconRSSI:2] 

 

[ActiveDeviceID] Device ID of system 
[LoopStatus] 0 = loop ok 

1 = loop fault (loop not plugged in or cable broken) 
2 = loop limit 
4 = loop OVERVOLTAGE error 

[Mode] 0x00 = Active Extension or USB Timing Box 
0x02 = Store Mode 
0x03 = Repeat Mode 
0x04 = Impulse Mode 

[LoopData] Current time of the decoder, format “hh:mm:ss.kkk” 
[LoopPower] Current passing file number of the system 
[Channel] Channel ID (0x0 – 0xf) => (1 - 8) 
[LoopID] Loop ID, (0x0 – 0xf) => (1 - 8) 
[PowerConn] 0 = 12V 

1 = USB 
2 = Battery 

[PowerStatus] If [PowerStatus] == 0x2 (On Battery Power), [PowerStatus]== battery 
remaining in hours  
 Mapping: (0x00 – 0xff) => (0.0 – 255), EG 0x0c = 12 = 12h 
Else, [PowerStatus] is voltage reading of connected power.  
 Mapping: (0x00 – 0xff) => (0.0 – 25.5), EG 0x2d = 45 = 4.5V 

[BeaconIndex] Index of beacon sent, count from number of beacons sent since startup 
[Time] The current number of ticks for the system. 
[ChNoisePk] Peak noise level of channel for Active System 
[ChNoiseAvg] Average noise level of channel for Active System 
[TransLQI] Average Link Quality Indicator for communication between the Active System 

and all Transponder seen since startup 
[TransRSSI] Average RSSI for communication between the Active System and all 

Transponder seen since startup 
[BeaconLQI] Average Link Quality Indicator for communication between the Active System 

and the base System (Loop ID == 1) seen since startup 
[BeaconRSSI] Average RSSI for communication between the Active System and the base 

System (Loop ID == 1) seen since startup 
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Passings and Time Calculations 

For the remainder of this document, all outgoing communication (sent to the box) is marked with an ← as 

fist character, likewise incoming data is marked with an →. These characters do not belong to the data 

sent. 

Setting the Time Reference 

For example, let’s say the system has been running for 60 seconds, and has 22 133 760 = 0x0151bc00 ticks 

(1 day + 60 seconds of ticks) using the Active System’s time base, and the current date/time is June 20 

2009 11:22:13 UTC+2. At the next second, we want to set the Epoch Reference of the system.  

 

Below is a summary of the conversation your program will have with the Active System when setting the 

time. 

← EPOCHREFSET;4a3caa46\n   // June 20 2009 11:22:14 UTC+2 == 0x4a3caa46 

⇅ toggle DTR line           
→ EPOCHREFSET;00\n 

→ 4a3caa45;0151bcf5\n 

→ \n 

 

To set the time, we use EPOCHSET at the stroke of the next second. Below is pseudocode describing the 

operation. 
 
cmdString = “EPOCHSET;” + toHex(epoch_Time_Now() + 1) + “\n” 

     // cmdString == ‘EPOCHSET;4a3caa46\n’ 

write_Serial ( cmdString ) 

wait_until_next_second() 

set_Serial_DTR ( HIGH )  // Time set on rising edge of DTR 

sleep_200ms () 

set_Serial_DTR ( LOW ) 

sleep_200ms () 

rcv = read_next_line_Serial() // rcv == ‘EPOCHREFSET;00\n’ 

rcv = read_next_line_Serial() // rcv == ‘4a3caa46;0151bcf5\n’ 

ref_epoch_ = split_into_array( rcv, “;”)[0] 

     // ref_epoch_ == 0x4a3caa46 

ref_ticks_ = split_into_array( rcv, “;”)[1] 

     // ref_ticks_ == 0x0151bcf5 

 

After setting the time reference, you should store ref_epoch_ and ref_ticks_ in your application 

for processing passings. 
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Calculating passing times 

Now that you have set your reference in the system, you can now collect passings and calculate their 

time. 

Using the number of ticks in a passing string, we can calculate the real time that the passing occurred. 
 
ticks_since_epoch_ref_set 

 = passing_ticks – ref_ticks_ 

time_since_epoch_ref_set 

 = ticks_since_epoch_ref_set / 256.0 

passing_time_epoch = ref_epoch + time_since_epoch_ref_set 

passing_time_epoch  = ref_epoch  + ((passing_ticks – ref_ticks_) / 256.0) 

 

 

When implimenting this calculation, the reader should take care with floating point arithmetic. The reader 
should consider calculating the time in ticks rather than seconds. Then splitting the time into seconds and 
milliseconds before adding it to a time structure for later use. For example: 
 
time_since_epoch_ref_set_S    

 = ( ( ticks_since_epoch_ref_set * 2 / 256 ) - 1) / 2 
 // round down to previous second 

time_additional_milliseconds  

 = ( (passing_ticks – ref_ticks)%256 * 2000 / 256 ) - 1 ) / 2 

 // round down to previous millisecond  

passing_time_epoch_S = ref_epoch + time_since_epoch_ref_set_S 

passing_time  = time_struct( epoch_secs = passing_time_epoch_S, 

additional_ms = time_additional_milliseconds) 

 
Let’s say sometime after the Epoch Reference was set, you receive the following passing string: 

KARLS07;17ca;0151cbf5;26;13;9f;15;0;0;1;00;0 

 

Using the passing string above, we can calculate the actual date and time it was produced. 
 
// from previous psudocode snippet 

ref_epoch_ = 0x4a3caa46 

ref_ticks_ = 0x0151bcf5 

 

passing_time_epoch  = ref_epoch  + ((passing_ticks – ref_ticks_) / 256.0)  

// passing_time_epoch  == 0x4a3caa46 + (0x0151cbf5 - 0x0151bcf5)/256.0 

//   == 1245489748 

passing_time = epoch_to_datetime_struct(passing_time_epoch) 

      // passing_time  == Jun 20 2009, 11:22:29 
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Step-By-Step Guide 

Open the port using 19200 baud, 8N1. 

1. Test Connection 

To test the communication, you may reset the box using the RESET command – this works only prior to 

the ASCII command. Now the red LED behind the display lights up and you will see some boot 

messages.  

← RESET\n 

→ rrActive\n 

→ AUTOBOOT\n 

 
Executing RESET will reset the device, deleting all passings and references. You should only use this to 

test communications during debugging, and not impliment this as part of your application. 

2. Activate Commands 
To continue using commands described in this document, and enable the Active device’s communication 
protocol, execute ASCII. 
 

← ASCII\n 

→ ASCII;00\n 

→ \n 

 

3. Check/Create Time Reference 

When you connect to the device, there may already be a time reference set for the device. Check if the 

time is already referenced (eg, because your PC crashed during the event) before changing the time 

reference. Do this by sending the EPOCHREFGET to the system. 

3a. Time reference not set 

← EPOCHREFGET\n 

→ EPOCHREFGET;00\n 

→ 00000000;00000000\n 

 
If time reference is not set, set time reference to current time. 
 
← EPOCHREFSET;4a3caa45\n 

⇅ toggle DTR line 
→ EPOCHREFSET;00\n 

→ 4a3caa45;0151bcf5\n 

→ \n 

 
Store the result for later use with your application. 
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3b. Time reference has already been set, but ref_tick_ is too large. 

← EPOCHREFGET\n 

→ EPOCHREFGET;00\n 

→ 4a3caa45;02A30001 \n 

 

You should adjust the time reference if your reference tick value is too large (recommended greater than 

0x2A30000 = 44236800) 

← EPOCHREFADJ1D\n 

→ EPOCHREFADJ1D;00\n 

→ 4b8e2a45;02A30001\n 

Store the result for later use with your application. 

 
3c. Time reference has already been set 
 
← EPOCHREFSET;4a3caa45\n 

⇅ toggle DTR line 
→ EPOCHREFSET;00\n 

→ 4a3caa45;151bcf5\n 

→ \n 

Store the result for later use with your application. 
 

4. System Setup and Monitoring 
← INFOGET;01 

→ INFOFGET;00\n 

→ 01;1387\n 

→ \n 

Read the Device ID, 0x1387 = 4999, to distinguish own from foreign beacons later. 

 
← CONFSET;05;06\n 

→ CONFSET;00\n 

→ 05;06\n 

→ \n 

Ensure the device is in USB Timing Mode 

← CONFGET;07\n 

→ CONFGET;00\n 

→ 07;00\n 

→ \n 

It is recommended to check the Loop ID and display a warning in your application if it is not 0x00 == 1. 
Passings created by Loop Boxes are only received by Loop ID 1. 
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5. Check beacons in regular intervals 

← BEACONGET\n 

→ BEACONGET;00\n 

→ 02\n 

→ 0685;0;03;22;00;2;2;0;31;00b2;01539ffb;1b;02;00;00;ff;4f\n 

→ 1387;1;00;02;0a;2;0;0;31;0221;00000000;1b;02;00;00;00;00\n 

→ \n 

It is recommended to check for loop errors and critical battery levels and inform the user. 
All critical inormation for the Box itself is contained in the Beacons, therefore in most situation there is no 

need to additionally check it with INFOGET. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Passings 

You must keep track of the number of received passings to calculate the correct [StartId] for the 

next PASSINGGET call. 

 

Example 1 – Empty passing buffer at start 

← PASSINGGET;00000000\n       <1> 

→ PASSINGGET;00\n             <2> 

→ 00000000;00\n               <3> 

→ \n 

[...some time later, after creating passings...] 

← PASSINGGET;00000000\n       <4> 

→ PASSINGGET;00\n             <5> 

→ 00000000;03\n               <6> 

→ GLBAS60;0718;01521527;0c;08;9f;1a;0;1;2;00;0\n 

→ GLBAS70;04c1;01521536;14;09;9f;1a;0;1;2;00;0\n 

→ EMPAL70;047c;0152153b;0e;08;9f;1a;0;1;2;00;0\n 

→ \n 

[... small wait between requests ...] 

← PASSINGGET;00000003\n       <4> 

… 

1. Try to recieve passings starting at 0x00000000,… 

2. …no error code 

3. …no passings available ⇒ [StartID] still 0x00000000 
4. Try to recieve passings again 
5. …still no error 

6. …we have 0x03 passings, starting with ID 0x00, following in the next lines. 

7. Next try, receive passings from[StartID]==0x00000003 onwards 
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Example 2 – More than 64 passings 

← PASSINGGET;00000000\n 

→ PASSINGGET;00\n 

→ 00000000;40\n               <1> 

→ GLBAS60;0718;01521527;0c;08;9f;1a;0;1;2;00;0\n 

→ GLBAS70;04c1;01521536;14;09;9f;1a;0;1;2;00;0\n 

[...] 

→ SNRMT06;1260;015215d8;0d;0c;9f;15;0;1;2;01;0\n 

→ SNRMT07;2910;015215c9;30;0f;9f;15;0;1;2;01;0\n 

→ \n 

1. Passings sent in this response is 0x40 == 64. We should request again as there are more 

passings which have not been sent. 

← PASSINGGET;00000040\n       <2> 

→ PASSINGGET;00\n 

→ 00000040;05\n               <3> 

→ GLBAS98;04d3;015215c9;11;08;9f;1a;0;1;2;01;0\n 

→ GLBAS58;074b;0152154d;11;0a;9f;1a;0;1;2;03;0\n 

→ SNRMT29;2ad4;01521590;47;0f;9f;15;0;1;2;02;0\n 

→ GLBAS78;04e0;01521594;0f;09;9f;1a;0;1;2;02;0\n 

→ SNRMT39;111e;01521594;2e;0e;9f;15;0;1;2;04;0\n 

→ \n 

2. Fetch further passings, starting with 0x40 

3. This transmission only contains 0x05 passings ⇒ buffer fully fetched 

 
 

Example 3 - Buffer overflow or StartID too high 

← PASSINGGET;00000000\n 

→ PASSINGGET;10\n             <1> 

→ 00000000;0000021d\n         <2> 

→ \n 

1. Error 10  StartID out of range. Passing 0x00 (original [StartID] in query) has been deleted 

as the Buffer has overflowed. 

2. The first available passing has the ID 0x21d = 541, hence there are passings  

0x21d = 541 to 0x21d + 0d1000 = 0x604 = 1540 available. 


